Movie: The Train  
Year: 1970  

Gulabi Aankhein Jo Tere Dekhi  
Lyricist: Anand Bakshi  

Gulabi Aankhein Jo Tere Dekhi
Sharami Ne Dil Ho Gaya
Samhalo Mushko O Meri Yaaron
Samhalna Mushkil Ho Gaya

Dil Me Meri
Khwaab Tere
Tasveere Jaisi Hain Deewar Pe
Tuhe Firda Main Kyoon Huwa
Aata Hai Gussa
Mukh Phaar Pe

Main Luut Gaya
Man Ke Dil Ka Kaha
Main Khwab Ka Na Raha
Kyoon Main Dilrubaa
Bura Ye Jada
Tere Aankhon Ka
Yeh Meri Kavitah Ho Gaya
Gulabi Aankhenn Jo Tere Dekhii
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